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Minutes of the meeting held in Brussels, 8 May 2016

Present Pat Arn (BATS), Jeff Book (FEST), David Crowe (Tagora, secretary),
Evonne Dunne (AATG), Philip Dutton (NWTC), Andy Ing (ECC),*
Wendy Jane Jones (FEST), David Mark (FEST), Janet Middleton (ECC),
Jenni Mikulla (Entity), Valerie Scott (NWTC), Eileen Sutton (ECC),
Conrad Toft (ECC).

Evonne opend the meeting at 10.03, She thanked ECC for organising a
successful festival and for the hospitality extended to SC members.

1. Apologies for absence

Sue Seth (Newsletter editor).

2. Minutes of the meeting held in Brussels, 19 March 2016

Wendy proposed the adoption of the minutes, and was seconded by Pat.

Matters arising There were no matters arising.

3. Reports

Newsletter Nothing to report.

Web site Nothing to report.

NDFA/GoDA David C suggested that the committee might like to name Nigel Harvey
(now living in London) as FEATS representative to NDFA. The committee
agreed, subject to Andy’s approval.

FMS Philip reported on a productive training session held with members of
ECC and FEST the previous day. Several helpful suggestions concerning
future development had been made. Evonne commented that she found
FMS very user-friendly. Philip said he was happy to continue adding fea-
tures and functions in accordance with the informal wish-list that he had
noted.

Janet thanked Philip for his help and encouragement. She recommended
the idea of instituting training sessions at each FEATS for the group due to
take over, as she would have found it useful herself. Philip suggested that

*  Andy was not present at the beginning of the meeting, being involved in stage management duties.

http://feats.eu/foh/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/scminutes_brussels_mar2016.pdf
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it would be possible to run training sessions at each SC meeting weekend
if the demand was there.

4. Reports on Feats

Brussels 2016 There had been worries about security owing to the current geopolitical
unrest. Eileen said that it was probable that attendance had suffered, in
particular as far as the travelling public was concerned. The Brussels
underground railway had been running a reduced service until only a
week before FEATS, and the airport was still operating at only 80% capac-
ity. Jenni added that certain flights from Munich had been cancelled.

Evonne asked for more details on attendance. Eileen said that it was down
on previous years, with fewer season tickets having been sold.

Eileen expressed satisfaction with the adjudicator. Philip added that the
whole atmosphere was remarkably relaxed.

[Andy arrived at 10.30.]

In reply to a question from Wendy, Andy said that a fairly high propor-
tion of groups (around half ) had been consistently late in submitting
information.

Eileen requested an opinion from the SC about the rule requiring two
copies of scripts to be submitted. The adjudicator would have preferred
scanned copies, but that would not be legal. Wendy suggested that if the
organising committee has the published copy of the scripts, scanning
them to facilitate their use might be tolerated. Evonne remarked that in
this case only one copy of the script would be required.

Evonne closed the discussion by thanking ECC for their efficient organisa-
tion and for an enjoyable festival.

NDFA/GoDA (cont.) Evonne took advantage of Andy’s presence to consult him on David C’s
suggestion to ask Nigel to become FEATS representative. Andy agreed
with the idea.

Munich 2019 Since Andy would have to leave again, the application from Entity Theatre
to host FEATS in Munich was taken out of chronological order. Evonne
invited Jenni to give a presentation.

Jenni distributed a written proposal.

The suggested venue is the Bürgerhaus in Unterföhring, midway between
the airport and the city centre. It’s very new, with state-of-the-art equip-
ment. Seats 400, with an additional 200 places in the balcony.

http://feats.eu/foh/entity_proposal_feats2019/
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Entity’s co-ordinating group was looking for dates, with a preference for
May Day (Wednesday). Whitsun is very late in 2019, and would clash with
school holidays. Wendy suggested canvassing the FEATS membership
about the possibility.*

Evonne thanked Jenni for her comprehensive presentation.

[Andy left the meeting for other duties.]

Frankfurt, 2-5 June 2017 David M gave a short introduction outlining the move to the centre of
Frankfurt. The Frankfurt English Theatre was built about fifteen years ago.
It seats 298 with a small balcony in addition. Good technical equipment.
More information at www.english-theatre.de. Jeannie Russell to adjudi-
cate. The organising team was in place. Catering would be through the
company holding the franchise for the venue. For the fringe there is a
small stage with lighting in the bar area. The Web site is up and running.

Philip suggested that the technical data package could be replaced by the
information available through FMS. Evonne said it was something for dis-
cussion at a later date.

Antwerp, 17-20 May 2018 Bev Clark is a possibility as adjudicator.

[Jenni left the meeting.]

5. Other business

Trophies All had been returned, but not all with inscriptions. The winners should
be reminded to take care of it.

Certif cates David C suggested introducing winners’ certificates, to be awarded at the
same time as the trophies, but which would be retained by the winners.
This would give the winners a permanent souvenir, but also have the
potential to raise FEATS’ profile if groups or individuals were to frame and
display them in clubhouses, rehearsal spaces, etc. The idea was welcomed,
and David was asked to investigate the options for implementing it.

Creativity As part of the fringe, Nigel had run a session on creativity in FEATS. David
M, David C, Philip and Valerie had attended, and gave their impressions.
There was clearly a strong will to carry things forward, but the form they
should take was unclear. David C offered to centralise communications
among those parties chiefly interested and report back.

Feats forum Brief discussion about topics likely to arise.

*  Post-meeting note: it appears from the secretary’s scribbled notes on the FEATS forum that the possibility
of Munich as a venue was raised, and met with a favourable reaction. However, the specific question of
the possible dates was not mentioned.

http://www.english-theatre.de/
http://www.godauk.org/jeannie-russell/4588787459
http://www.feats2017.com/
http://www.godauk.org/beverley-clark/4588750542
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6. Date of next meeting
Venue: Frankfurt; date: to be arranged.

Evonne closed the meeting at 11.50.


